GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

CERTIFIED SHORT TERM TRAINING PROGRAMS ON
Practical Hands on High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)

Shree Naranjibhai Lalbhai Patel College of Pharmacy, Vidyabharti Trust, Umrakh, Bardoli.
website : www.snlpcp.ac.in

Organized by

Dr. Basavraj, President, R&D, Good Health Pharma Pvt. Ltd., Sachin, Surat.
Dr. Vishnu Sutariya, Head of Department, Shree Dhanvantary Pharmaceutical Analysis & Research Center, Kim, Surat.
Dr. Ashok H Akabari, Associate Professor, SNLPCP, Umrakh.
Mrs. Jasmina Surati, Assistant Professor, SNLPCP, Umrakh.
Mr. Sagar Patel, Assistant Professor, SNLPCP, Umrakh.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

- To learn the basic fundamentals and concepts of HPLC instrument.
- To apply the knowledge of HPLC to analyze drug in bulk and pharmaceutical dosage form.
- To develop a new HPLC method for the analysis of drug in bulk and pharmaceutical dosage form.
- To understand the fundamentals and concepts of Pharmaceutical Method Validation as per ICH guidelines.
- To develop skilled person as per the need of industrial requirement to smoothing the function as well as to save the training period of newly graduate enter to the industries.

WHY STUDENTS/ PARTICIPANTS SHOULD JOIN THIS PROGRAMME?

Students who are pursuing their studies or have completed study and want to enter in pharmaceutical industry can join this course.

- This course is ideal for those who are new to HPLC.
- Individual student can handle HPLC and get the knowledge of trouble shooting.
- Certificate will be given by GTU after successful completion of course.
- These certificate from GTU has equivalent credit to other GTU certificate.

COURSE DURATION

- 1.5 Months (Total Hrs: 60)
- Course material will be provided from the institute.

ELIGIBILITY

- Fresher or Experience with B.Sc.
- Fresher or Experience with M.Sc.
- Fresher or Experience with B.Pharm/ M.Pharm
- Fresher or Experience with B.E.Chemical

RESOURCE PERSON

Dr. Milind Pathak, Joint Secretary & Faculty, Pharmaceutical Wing, Quality Circle Forum of India, Ankleshwar.
Dr. Basavraj, President, R&D, Good Health Pharma Pvt. Ltd., Sachin, Surat.
Dr. Vishnu Sutariya, Head of Department, Shree Dhanvantary Pharmaceutical Analysis & Research Center, Kim, Surat.
Dr. Ashok H Akabari, Associate Professor, SNLPCP, Umrakh.
Mrs. Jasmina Surati, Assistant Professor, SNLPCP, Umrakh.
Mr. Sagar Patel, Assistant Professor, SNLPCP, Umrakh.
ABOUT GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

Gujarat Technological University is a premier academic and research institution which has driven new ways of thinking since its 2007 founding, established by the Government of Gujarat vide Gujarat Act No. 20 of 2007. Today, GTU is an intellectual destination that draws inspired scholars to its campus, keeping GTU at the nexus of ideas that challenge and change the world. GTU is a State University with 486 affiliated colleges in its fold operating across the state of Gujarat through its FIVE zones at Ahmedabad, Gandhinagar, Vallabh Vidyanagar, Rajkot and Surat. The University caters to the fields of Engineering, Architecture, Management, Pharmacy and Computer Science. The University has about 4,00,000 students enrolled in a large number of Diploma, Under Graduate, Post Graduate programs along with the robust Doctoral program.

ABOUT THE COLLEGE

Shree N. L. Patel College of Pharmacy, UmraKh was established in the year 2004 under the ages of Vidyabharti Trust with main objective of visionary in the mission of quality Pharmacy education. This college is located on the way of Bardoli-Mota road, 3 kilometer away from Bardoli and 34 kilometers away from Surat in a lush green sprawling campus with sufficient infrastructure facilities. The college is approved by the Pharmacy Council of India (PCI), New Delhi, All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), New Delhi, recognized by Government of Gujarat and affiliated to Gujarat Technological University (GTU), Ahmadabad.

At this moment, Shree N. L. Patel College of Pharmacy offers B. Pharm and M. Pharm course in Pharmaceutics, Quality Assurance & Pharmacology to input the knowledge and to empower individuals with wisdom to prepare a pharmacist of the future.

Limited Entry: Only 15 Participants in one batch

ABOUT THE TRUST

Vidyabharti trust is the name associated with education for more than three decades near Bardoli of Surat district and has now evolved as a symbol of quality education dedicated to nurture the talent and aspirations of the bright youth of our nation..

COURSE COORDINATOR

Dr. Ashok H Akabari

HOW TO APPLY AND REGISTER?

Register online through https://forms.gle/VH1EGBpnTimY8uQWA

Last date of Registration: 15 April 2020
Fees: Rs. 8,000/-

MODE OF PAYMENT

RBL Bank Limited
Branch: Bardoli
IFSC Code: RATN0000131
A/C name: Shree Naranjibhai Lalbhai Patel college of Pharmacy
A/C no.: 309000177467
Contact Us: Mob: +91 9979212354
E mail: ashokakabari@gmail.com

SCAN FOR VENUE